Dear Mayor and Councillors,
Re previous correspondence to City of Whittlesea (COW) pertaining to infringement notice
No:1508220
Would you kindly provide lawful, factual and substantive written evidence and full particulars with
authorities and references:
a) that the COW is valid, lawful and legal under the Australian Constitution and if the COW is, where
specifically in the Constitution does it say so, and furthermore, where it gives power and authority to
the COW to issue claims, forfeitures, fines and infringement notices;
b) from the bible that the COW has lawful power and authority over another; sinfully and
pretentiously pretending to replace only a power that which God our creator has;
c) why the COW fails/refuses/ignores to answer questions from it's constituents, ratepayers,
electorate and community as a whole, and in particular why the COW has not answered my
questions in previous correspondence (2 emails);
If this email is ignored and/or evidence not provided as per above within the next 14 days, it will be
deemed that no evidence exists to support the validity of the COW, nor in the issuing of valid, lawful
and legal claims, forfeitures, fines and infringement notices. Furthermore, the absence of evidence
will render the infringement notice null and void, and also serve as an agreement that the COW will
officially withdraw this notice with an apology for all the harm it has caused.
It must be noted that from the date of the infringement notice, harm is continually being caused to
me, all of which will be the subject of a damages and loss claim against all those liable, jointly and
severally.
It must be recognised and emphasised that this is a serious matter involving a Breach of Trust, inter
alia.
If this email is ignored and abused, this matter will be placed before the Attorney General's
department, Parliament, other relevant authorities, media and community until this matter has been
competently dealt with and justice been served.
I look forward to your prompt co‐operation, transparency and full disclosure in this matter.

